Expletive deleted - solution

Each of the characters depicted is a character from fiction which has profanities (or curses) that exist specifically in their universe. Each character is using symbol swearing (as oft used in comics in lieu of profanity) that translates using a straight substitution cipher as follows:

Velma (from Scooby Doo) → jinkies = ⋁⋂⋃*=&
Shaggy (from scooby doo) → zoinks = ⋁⋂|=*&
A rabbit (from Watership Down) → silflay hraka = ⋁⋂* ⋃⋃= ⋁⋃^&
Ace Rimmer (from Red Dwarf) → smeghead = ⋁⋂= ⋃= ⋃&
Mal Reynolds (from Firefly) → gorram = ⋁&_@ ⋃^&
Conehead → mep = ⋁=*
Smurf → smurfing = ⋁&_@ ⋃^&
Dwarf (from Discworld, note the bread) → b'zugda hiara = ⋁&_@ ⋃^& ⋃^&
Conan the Barbarian → crom = ⋁&_@ ⋃^&
William Adama (from Battlestar Galactica) → frakking = ⋁&_@ ⋃^&
Mork from Ork → shazbot = ⋁&_@ ⋃^&
Draco Malfoy (from Harry Potter) → mudblood = ⋁&_@ ⋃^&

This gives us the following key:

A = ⋁
B = ⋁
C = ⋁
D = ⋁
E = ⋁
F = ⋁
G = ⋁
H = ⋁
I = ⋁
J = ⋁
K = ⋁
L = ⋁
M = ⋁
N = ⋁
O = ⋁
P = ⋁
Q = ⋁
R = ⋁
S = ⋁
T = ⋁
U = ⋁
V = ⋁
W = ⋁
X = ⋁
Y = ⋁
Z = ⋁

Throughout the text of the puzzle, there are words used that describe/define (for some definition) certain of the symbols used:

A = ⋁ = smoking
B = ⋁ = mod
C = ⋁ = buck
D = ⋁ = power
The tragedy of “the mystery of the surprisingly dangerous butter knife” is finally over. $*$*$*&, what do we want to call our new team?

$*$*$*&, like, a tribute to the old team is where it’s AT, man. Like, maybe, “the dog POUND”...

Dog??!? Where? Oh, I see... &*&*&* ☾&*&. Why do you always play “shock the bunny”? It isn’t funny, you know.

Heh heh... No, I still laugh AT IT. You &/#/<#&^, no matter how many TIMES he does it. You should see yourself quiver...

Buck up, little buddy I’ll protect you from any $*$*$*& mean nasty puppies. Now, try this one on for size: “the men from nantucket.”

$*/. Unacceptable. I am NOT from Nantucket.

What are you smoking? He doesn’t really mean that, he’s just being &//*@/* childishly.

Listen, you %*$%^&*#@, I have fond memories of some stunning bread I found AT a bakery on Nantucket. Nothing childish about that.

Guys, how about “the power rangers”? Sounds manly, by $@ )/.

No, that’s already taken. Before you $@$$*%$ say it, so are “the little rascals”, “the a-team”, AND “the mod squad.”

$@@@&%$, I have it! The perfect name, one that you will all love! “Moon unit’s trusty satellites!”

What... I don’t even... you’re an idiot AND worse than a $@$ ☾&% @&*%*^ and I am out of here.

Taking these definitions in the order they appear in the puzzle and replacing them with the corresponding letter from the cipher, you get
PREZRICKARD'S BOSS
This refers to Boss Smiley (from comics about Prez Rickard), so the answer is SMILEY.

(Note: fonts used for text/symbols are free fonts available for non-profits from blambot.com, specifically SmackAttack BB and PottyMouth BB)